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Angles which are measured the tangent plane cr:" /horizontal an-
gles me:asured by theodoli tel are distorted when they are projec
ted from S to the plane 1:)., It was already stated that 
the planes 1: ,1:1 :r'2., are parallel. Distort of horizontal 
angles is the same the three planes. The easiest way to 
analyt,e ion to I~, which 

going B, where horiz angle:s are 
measured. intersection of the planes cr a..'rld 1: 2-
d,oes projec d from S", Therefore it 
is aqgles sing from the line p. 
The measured b- , proje from S, change to 6' 4> 

The author, when applying the laws of spherical trigono
metry, has de-rived the relation between the angles 6" and 6' :; 
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S in 3. G" cos 2. (0(. + t) + cos 2.() cos 2. 0( 
(14a) 

The distortion azimuth then is 
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In some cases is important to know 
mote sensed picture within 
point Bi of informations collec 
ned when equations derived 
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